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Disclaimer
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prepared for the purpose of general circulation and that none were made with
regard to any specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular
needs of any particular person who may receive the information, report or
analysis (including yourself). Any recommendation or advice that maybe
expressed in or inferred from such information, reports or analysis therefore does
not take into account and may not be suitable for your investment objectives,
financial situation and particular needs. You understand that you buy and/or sell
and/or take any position in/or on the market, in any of the stocks, shares,
products or instruments etc. based on your own decision(s). This is regardless of
whether the information is analysed or not, regardless of the details or
information related to price levels, support/resistance levels and any information
based on technical or fundamental analysis. You understand and accept that
nothing told or provided to you whether directly or indirectly is to be a basis for
your decision(s) in relation to the market or your trades or transaction(s).
Please see a registered trading representative or financial adviser for formal
advise.

Tough challenges ahead
Weaker EM growth – led by China, Latam
Anemic growth in developed markets –
US slowly growing but Europe/Japan not moving
Lower Oil and Stronger US dollar – changing
dynamics for Asia
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Policy Mishaps
Sudden Changes -Too many cooks spoils the soup,
many agencies each with its own agenda with
contradicting policies leading to the “crash”
Shy from action – Anti corruption and reform
measures too strong leading to under investment as
officials shy from taking action
Clumsy actions– sudden 2% devaluation leading to
wide spread selloff in other currencies and
markets

Good or bad?

Source: Bloomberg,

Implication of slowing China
Commodity down cycle – in the short to medium
term price for commodities and related currencies
such as AUD will stay weak
Currency Wars – the 2% devaluation spark off a
series of devaluation across Asia, MYR has weaken to
17 year low

Fear – Clumsy policy making creates uncertainty,
affects creditability and stir panic

Bright spots?
Property – Support from the sector now crucial,
policy easing and RRR cuts will filter down
Stable or growing sectors but now oversold –
telecommunications, technology sectors had also
been hit but do you cut down data usage probably not
Real economy may not be that bad – online data
shows that consumer prices rising with increasing
spending at luxury hotels

Source: Bloomberg, BNP

Fed Watch (Monetary Policy)
Rate liftoff delayed again
 The Fed did not hike interest rate rather delay to Oct or Dec
 Highlighted lower inflation and the market turmoil as chief
concerns (specifically China)
 Data dependent and most importantly assess impact of the
market turmoil developments
 VIX index was at 40.74 on Aug 25th (52 week Low High
10.88/53.29)
 However market reacted modestly
on the rate decision which implies US
economy is probably strong enough to now
slowly cruising along
Source: Bloomberg

US Economic Pulse
Steady Growth





NFP Aug Numbers coming in 173k vs Jul 245k
Jobless claims Sep in line at 264k vs expected 275k
US retail sales growth revised higher Jul 0.7%, Aug 0.2%
Retail sales growth was broad base despite the turmoil
which is important as US consumer confidence is one of the
key element for the recovery
 Overall the economy seems to be recovering steadily
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Eurozone and Japan
Eurozone
 Eurozone GDP grow 0.3% missing estimate 0.4%
 ECB on watch of market turmoil, EUR strength unwanted so
pace of QE may hasten
 Greece has been proven too small to matter

Japan
 Abenomics losing some steam, S&P cutting Japan’s rating
from AA- to A+ on underperforming GDP
 A slowly China will also negatively impact China

Source: Bloomberg/BNP Paribas/ Deutsche

Hitting Road Bumps

Source: The Wall Street Journal

Hitting Road Bumps
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Lower Oil & Stronger Dollar
Oil Prices





Lower Oil prices for short to medium term
Demand growth unlikely to pick up while more supply is
coming from sources such as Iran
Slump at Oil related industries and countries to continue

Stronger Dollar



Asian FX is likely to continue to be under pressure
This will benefit export companies with Dollar or Euro
revenue and cost in Asian Currencies

Piecing it altogether
Weaker global growth


Almost all regions are slowing down with the exception of
the US which is the only one doing relative well

Uncertainty in Policy and Execution ability


Credibility of Chinese policies makers need to be restored
and the risk is that they make further blunders

Volatility will persist in this environment


Unlikely to subside in the near term

STI 5 year development

Source: Bloomberg

Conclusion
Falling Knife, are we there yet?


The downside risk is still higher and the upside is limited

Pockets of Opportunities


There are opportunities but I would not be quick to pick up
on “dip” as there will be many dips unless I am accumulating
the position for long term, good for day traders though

Where the STI heading towards?


Probably likely stay range bound within 2800
to 2900 to end the year but if the Chinese policy
makers made further mistakes there is a chance
to breach 2800 and probably down to 2600

